ABSTRACT. This paper deals with the extreme points of closed convex hulls of the classes of multivalent functions related to Ruscheweyh derivatives and then these are used to determine the coefficient bounds Finally, we investigate convolution conditions and other properties of the functions in these classes
INTRODUCTION
An analytic s-function is said to be p-valent if it assumes each value not more than p-times and some value exactly p-times Let M(p) (1 2ab) f(z) f(z)
for 0 <_ a < 1 and z E/ A function in S,(a) is called a p-valent starhke of order a in/ The class S (a'), where a' ap, 0 _< a' < p, was introduced by Goluzina [1] A function f of the form (1 1 
are subclasses of M(p) studied by God and Sohi [6] Note that K,(1) was introduced by Ruscheweyh [7] The fundamental viewpoint of considering convex hulls and extreme points of S" (a) and C(a) were first given in [8] and [9] The author and Silverman [10] p l+(z) )" ( 1) Using the identity
we can rewrite (31) as
Taking logarithmic differentiation of (3 3), we get z(D'+pf(z)) Dn+pf(z)
We claim that w(z) 
In view of (2 3), and as a consequence of Corollary 2 2 of Theorem 2 1, we obtain
Therefore, because of Lemma 3 2, we only need to prove that ?11 < = (2p)_ , / 1 -' <p2(1-a) forMl n>no. 
